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Abstract: We analyze observed and simulated winds and gusts occurring before, during, and
immediately after the ignition of the Thomas fire of December 2017. This fire started in Ventura county
during a record-long Santa Ana wind event from two closely located but independent ignitions and
grew to become (briefly) the largest by area burned in modern California history. Observations
placed wind gusts as high as 35 m/s within 40 km of the ignition sites, but stations much closer to
them reported much lower speeds. Our analysis of these records indicate these low wind reports
(especially from cooperative “CWOP” stations) are neither reliable nor representative of conditions at
the fire origin sites. Model simulations verified against available better quality observations indicate
downslope wind conditions existed that placed the fastest winds on the lee slope locations where the
fires are suspected to have started. A crude gust estimate suggests winds as fast as 32 m/s occurred
at the time of the first fire origin, with higher speeds attained later.
Keywords: downslope windstorms; winds and gusts; wildfire; model verification; Santa Ana winds

1. Introduction
The “Santa Ana” winds of Southern California are a very dry, sometimes hot, strong offshore flow
that is most common during the September-May time frame [1–6]. These winds can also be locally
fast as well as gusty, which means they can play a crucial role in starting and spreading fires and
desiccating vegetation [7], substantially elevating the wildfire threat in the region [8,9]. Santa Ana
winds have been involved in some of Southern California’s largest and/or most notorious wildfires,
including the 1961 Bel Air fire, the Laguna fire of 1993, the 2003 Cedar and Old fires, and the Witch
and Canyon fires in late October 2007, among numerous others. Episodes are typically characterized
by high sea-level pressure (SLP) in the Great Basin along with a coastal trough, which establishes
a pressure difference across the mountains between the Mojave Desert (see Figure 1) and the coast that
has been used empirically to gauge the existence and persistence of offshore conditions [1,2]. Strong
elevated (e.g., 700 hPa) temperature gradients and cold air advection have also been identified as
significant event markers [5,10,11].
A Santa Ana wind event of exceptional temporal extent, unmatched in 70 years [12], started
on 4 December 2017, quickly leading to the Thomas fire. [13] has discussed this episode’s synoptic
setup and the extreme fire conditions present during this event. The SLP difference (∆SLP) between
Daggett (KDAG), located in the Mojave Desert, and Los Angeles International Airport (KLAX) became
positive (Figures 1 and 2a), indicating an offshore-directed pressure gradient. ∆SLP increased quickly
thereafter, reaching 8 hPa by 0300 UTC on the 5th and peaking near 10 hPa during the time period
depicted. The pressure differences did not become as large as during late October 2007 (grey curve),
likely the strongest Santa Ana episode since November 1957, but remained positive for a longer period.
The 700 hPa temperature difference between these points (Figure 2b), rendered as positive when the
desert is colder, also suggests the December 2017 episode was less intense but more protracted.
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Figure 1. Model terrain height (shaded) for the 2-km Domain 4 indicating available observation
locations marked by their network affiliations. Location of the innermost nest is identified, along with
locations of ASOS stations KDAG and KLAX.

According to public information sources available at this writing (http://cdfdata.fire.ca.gov/
incidents/incidents_details_info?incident_id=1922), the Thomas Fire began prior to 0230 UTC
5 December (6:30 PM local daylight time on 4 December), just east of Steckel Park in Santa Paula,
California, early within this extended episode. A separate fire subsequently started on Koenigstein
Road, roughly 5 km northwest of the first ignition (https://www.independent.com/news/2017/dec/
22/thomas-fire-had-two-origins/), (https://newsroom.edison.com/releases/sce-provides-an-updateon-the-circumstances-pertaining-to-the-2017-thomas-fire), which merged with the initial blaze during
the first 24 h. Fanned by the persistently offshore flow, and exacerbated by serious drought conditions
then present, the fire spread quickly across Ventura and Santa Barbara counties, becoming at the time
the largest by area burned in modern California history (since 1932) [13]. By this writing, however, the
Thomas fire size has already been surpassed by the Ranch Fire, part of 2018’s Mendocino Complex.
Our past studies of Santa Ana winds, which include [6,14,15] and used the Advanced Research
version of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) [16] model, were inspired directly or
indirectly by their role in the wildfire threat. Those papers focused on San Diego county and verified
wind predictions against observations from a dense mesonet installed by the San Diego Gas and
Electric company (SDG & E), revealing model factors contributing to accurate wind and gust forecasts.
The calibrated model setup was used to demonstrate the downslope windstorm nature of the Santa
Ana winds during the Witch fire of October 2007 [14,17] and more recent episodes.
In this study, we examine winds and gusts associated with the Thomas fire, motivated by the
suspicion that the near-surface observations recorded closest to the two ignition points were not
representative of conditions present where the blazes started. We will show that the model can
faithfully reproduce sustained winds recorded at stations located at airports and on mountain slopes
deployed and maintained by government agencies and public utilities, justifying the use of these
simulations in forensic and fire spread applications. However, the model exhibits a tendency to
underpredict wind speeds at the most wind-favored locations and provides strong evidence that wind
reports provided by private citizens are of relatively little value. We will also show that the Thomas
fire ignition sites very likely experienced strong yet spatially confined downslope winds.
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The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental design, including
the model setup and sensitivity tests, and available observations. Section 3 presents the observations
nearest the ignition sites, a critique of these reports, and verification of the control simulation against
them. Forecasts for the ignition and neighboring observation sites and sensitivity experiments are
presented in Section 4. The final section is composed of a summary and discussion of results.
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Figure 2. Time series of differences in (a) mean sea level pressure (∆SLP, hPa), and (b) 700 hPa
temperature (∆T, K), between locations corresponding to Daggett/Barstow (KDAG) and Los Angeles
International (KLAX) airports during the Thomas Fire period (black, spanning 00 UTC 3–10 December
2017, lower abscissa), and the historic fire season of late October 2007 (grey, spanning 00 UTC
20–27 October 2007, upper abscissa). ∆SLP is derived from station observations while ∆T was
computed using the NARR reanalysis. Note to facilitate comparison, ∆SLP is KDAG-KLAX and
∆T is KLAX-KDAG, and the October series is slightly shifted chronologically.

2. Experimental Design
As in [6,14,15], the control simulation for this study employed the WRF-ARW (see abbreviations
and acronyms list) model [16] using five nested domains with horizontal grid spacings of 54, 18, 6, 2,
and 0.667 km, although the finest nest was shifted to cover the Thomas fire ignition points (Figure 3)
and WRF version 3.7.1 was adopted (Table 1). Domain 4 (2-km resolution) encompassed nearly all of
Southern California and all verifications against observations were performed in this nest. Two-way
nesting was employed so information from finer nests was passed back to their parent domain(s).
As in our previous studies, the 667-m nest was found to provide limited benefit but resolutions coarser
than 2 km resulted in substantial wind overpredictions owing to improper terrain representation
(not shown; see [6,15]).
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Figure 3. Telescoping configuration employed for most of the WRF simulations in this study (see
Table 1), consisting of five (54, 18, 6, 2, and 0.667 km horizontal grid spacing) domains and based
on [6,15], except that the innermost nest was shifted over the Thomas Fire area. Topography of
outermost domain shown (shaded), except where superimposed with 2 km (Domain 4) terrain.
Verifications against observations discussed herein were performed in Domain 4.

The control configuration employed the Pleim-Xiu (PX) [18] land surface model (LSM) and
Asymmetric Convection Model version 2 (ACM2) [19,20] planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme
owing to its superior wind forecasting performance [6,15]. The model top was 10 hPa with 50 layers
(51 full-sigma vertical levels), using the default arrangement that focuses the highest resolution near the
surface. The lowest horizontal wind level was roughly 26 m above ground level (AGL), so anemometer
level winds (at 10 and 6.1 m) were computed using a stability-dependent logarithmic wind profile,
as in [6,14,15]. Consistent with [6], we found shifting the lowest level down to 10 or 6.1 m had little
effect on our results and none on our conclusions (not shown).
The control simulation was initialized with the analysis and forecasts from the NAM (see
abbreviations and acronyms list) 12-km run of 0000 UTC 4 December 2017, approximately 26.5 h
prior to Thomas fire ignition, and was integrated for 54 h. Options common to all runs shown herein
included the RRTMG radiation scheme [21] and the MODIS land use database. A large number
of other sensitivity tests were conducted, a subset of which are summarized in Table 1. Alternate
initialization data sources included the GFS run of 0000 UTC 4 December 2017, the NAM run started
12 h later, hourly analyses from the 3-km HRRR [22], and the NARR reanalysis [23]. The perturbation
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experiments used WRF’s SKEBS approach [15,24]. Other physics combinations employed the YSU [25],
Shin-Hong [26], and MYNN2 [27] PBL schemes and the Noah LSM [28], without and with (“Noah
z_0mod”) roughness length modifications described in [15]. As in [6,15], the LSM had by far the
largest influence on wind forecasting skill. WRF version 3.9.1.1 was adopted for the MYNN2 runs to
exploit recent scheme improvements; a run with PX/ACM2 was also made with this version, with
only minimal differences from the control run being noted. Owing to its more limited spatial coverage,
the HRRR-initialized simulation used a reconfigured domain (Table 1).
Table 1. Description of control configuration and sensitivity experiments selected for inclusion in this
study.
Experiment

Domain

WRF Model
Version

Initialization Source

Model Physics
PX LSM
ACM2 PBL

Control and perturbed runs

Unmodified Noah LSM
YSU PBL

3.7.1
NAM 12 km
0000 UTC
Physics and version runs

4 December 2017
54 km → 667 m
(5 domains)

Noah z_0mod LSM
YSU, MYJ, and
Shin-Hong PBLs
PX LSM
ACM2 PBL

3.9.1.1

Noah z_0mod LSM
MYNN2 PBL
GFS 0.25◦
0000 UTC
4 December 2017

3.7.1

NARR 32 km
reanalysis
NAM 12 km
1200 UTC
4 December 2017

Initialization runs

18 km → 667 m
(4 domains)

3.9.1.1

PX LSM
ACM2 PBL

HRRR 3 km
hourly
analyses

Verification of model wind forecasts were performed against sustained wind observations from
the sources listed in Table 2, which includes the ASOS, AWOS, RAWS, SDG & E, and CWOP networks
(see also Figure 1). ASOS and AWOS stations are located primarily at airports, RAWS installations
favor west- and south-facing mountain slopes, the SDG & E sites are concentrated in San Diego county,
and the CWOP observations are contributed by private citizens. These data were obtained from
MADIS and (for ASOS) supplemented from the 1-min archive at NCEI, for reasons discussed presently.
Anemometer heights are 10 m AGL for most (if not all) ASOS and AWOS stations, and 6.1 m AGL for
RAWS and SDG & E installations. For CWOP stations, anemometers are often secured near residences
and obstructions, at unknown heights, and may also use lower quality equipment [29], but were
presumed to be 10 m AGL for simplicity; this assumption is assessed later. Modern ASOS stations
employ sonic anemometers, while other networks may also use cup- and propeller-based units in
whole or in part.
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Table 2. Description of observational datasets employed in this study.

Network

Source
(Format)

Anemometer
Height AGL

# Stations/
Max Available
or Used
(if Different)

Comparisons
Available

% Calm
Observations

% Calm
fOrecasts

ASOS + AWOS

MADIS
(METAR)

10 m

65

3346

19

5

ASOS + AWOS
(no calm observations)

MADIS
(METAR)

10 m

65/54

2738

0

3

ASOS only

MADIS
(METAR)

10 m

34

1466

23

6

ASOS 1-min

NCEI

10 m

34

1498

1

5

RAWS

MADIS

6.1 m

78/66

4213

3

3

SDG & E

MADIS

6.1 m

160

8727

1

8

CWOP

MADIS

10 m
(presumed)

421/415

21,922

39

6

CWOP
(QC3 & no calm)

MADIS

10 m
(presumed)

403/368

14,479

0

3

3. Survey of Observations and Verification of Model Forecasts
3.1. Wind and Gust Observations Near the Thomas Fire Ignition Sites
As noted above, we are aware of two independent ignitions on December 5th that combined to
create the Thomas fire. For the purposes of this study, the first ignition was assumed to have occurred
at 0220 UTC at the location marked by red star “1” on Figure 4, which shows the topography of
667-m Domain 5. Our principal focus will be on conditions at and near this site. The presumed site
of the second ignition is identified as red star “2”. This information was derived from California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) reports and maps and various news articles,
and is considered sufficiently accurate and precise for the present study.
Most stations report both (sustained) winds and some measure of peak wind or gust.
Anemometers aggregate raw observations into samples of specified length (such as 3 s, the WMO
standard [30]), and then average those samples over certain time intervals to yield the sustained wind.
This sampling length varies among networks and can influence the reported winds and gusts. While
the averaging interval also varies, ranging from 2 min for ASOS and AWOS to 10 min for RAWS
and SDG & E, these sustained wind reports “are all equivalent measures of the true mean wind but
with differing variance” [31]. The gust is nominally the fastest sample during the averaging interval,
but this depends on how the data are handled. For RAWS, which report hourly, the gust is the peak
wind recorded since the previous transmission [15]. ASOS and AWOS data from MADIS use complex
METAR reporting rules [32] that (in the United States) zero out light (<0.5 m/s) winds and seriously
compromise the gust record [33]. We will employ raw ASOS winds and gusts from the 1-min database
and augment them with METAR-filtered information only when necessary.
The markers on Figure 4 indicate the network affiliation of available observation stations in
Domain 5, color coded by the fastest gust reported during the simulation period (0000 UTC 4 December
to 0600 UTC 6 December 2017). The highest values during this interval were from CWOP stations
F0112 and D5145 (35.3 and 34.0 m/s), both located near the coast, south-southeast of the Thomas
fire ignitions. At F0112, winds and gusts ramped up quickly in the hours prior to the first fire start
(Figure 5a). In the D5145 record (not shown), a data gap occurred on 5 December between 0617 and
1639 UTC, during which time even stronger winds could have occurred. Gusts exceeding 30 m/s
also were recorded at CWOP station AT184, 10 km south-southeast of the first ignition site, and at
RAWS and ASOS sites WLYC1 and KNTD, respectively (see Figure 4). Winds at AT184 and WLYC1
(Figure 5b,c) picked up earlier than at coastal stations F0112 and KNTD (Figure 5a,d), and were quite
variable at AT184 after the fire onset time.
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Maximum observed gusts: 0000 UTC 4 Dec to 0600 UTC 6 Dec 2017
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Figure 4. Model terrain height (shaded) for the 667-m Domain 5 along with maximum gusts (m/s)
reported during the simulation period (0000 UTC 4 December to 0600 UTC 6 December 2017, inclusive),
with markers indicating network affiliation. Stations specifically referenced in the analysis are identified.
Note some stations have significant reporting gaps during this period. Red stars mark the locations
of fire ignitions #1 and #2 presumed for this analysis, and cross-sections A-A0 and B-B0 denote the
locations of cross sections examined later.
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Figure 5. Time series of observed sustained wind speed (black dots) and gusts (white dots), and
forecasted sustained wind speed (red curves), at the four locations with the highest reported gusts in
Figure 4 during the simulation period. Shown are (a) F0112 (CWOP), (b) AT184 (CWOP), (c) WLYC1
(RAWS), and (d) KNTD (ASOS). For KNTD, gaps in the 1-min record were filled in with hourly METAR
reports where available, and note that due to a small average gust factor that gusts are not well
separated from sustained winds. Although all available observations are plotted only those closest to
the top of each hour were used in verification statistics.
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In contrast, gust reports from the stations nearest the two fire sites – D7412, AT490, C7664, and
E7495 – are not remarkably fast (Figure 4), and sustained winds were very light (Figure 6a–c). These
were all CWOP stations. At D7412, only 3 km south of our estimated earlier ignition point, winds and
gusts topped out at 7.2 (Figure 6a) and 12.5 m/s, respectively, prior to reports pausing after 0502 UTC
on 5 December. Even lower winds were recorded at nearby AT490 and C7664 (Figure 6b). At E4795,
only 2 km southwest of ignition site #2, the highest wind (Figure 6c) and gust readings (6 and 11.1 m/s)
came in the station’s final communication at 0542 UTC 5 December. (Station D7412 resumed reporting
after the time period of interest, while E7495 has still not returned as of this writing.)
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Figure 6. Time series of observed (black or grey dots) and forecasted (red or grey curves) sustained
winds for stations near the fires and/or along the cross-sections shown in Figure 4: (a) D7412 (CWOP),
(b) AT490 and C7664 (both CWOP), (c) E4795 (CWOP), and (d) WTPC1 (RAWS). 10 m wind predictions
at the ignition sites #1 and #2 are included on panels (a) and (b), respectively, as blue curves. Note
CWOP forecasts are valid at 10 m AGL while for the RAWS site (d) both 6.1 m (solid) and 26 m
(dashed) forecasts are provided; see text. Note vertical scale differs from Figure 5 and observed gusts
are not shown.

Based on these CWOP reports, it might be concluded that the winds near the two Thomas
fire ignition points were not very strong. This study will argue that these particular stations were
likely quite obstructed and, even if not, were unrepresentative of winds at the fire sites, despite
their proximity.
3.2. Evaluation of Observations
Every network may have problem sites, with particularly large data and/or exposure issues.
We attempt to identify these using the station gust factor (GF), the ratio of the gust and sustained
winds. Obstructions influence gusts less significantly than sustained winds [30], so large GFs may
reflect substantial exposure restrictions. For every site, a GF was computed from the averages of all
reasonable wind-gust pairs available during the simulation period. Since the GF is sensitive to the
sampling length, averaging interval, and mounting height [34–36], typical values will vary among
networks, so sites are evaluated relative to their network’s average. GF also generally decreases with
increasing sustained wind [14,35]. (As gust information for AWOS stations is compromised by METAR
reporting rules, this network is not examined.)
Station mean GFs, in rank order for each network, are shown in Figure 7. For ASOS stations,
the average GF was 1.24, with the largest value (1.60) at KCQT, a non-airport station near downtown
Los Angeles. This site is relatively obstructed but retention did not materially alter the results or
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conclusions. For SDG & E, the average GF was 1.72 and highest value (2.63) occurred at a station
(MLG) closely surrounded by trees (cf. [14]). The network mean (2.26) and variation among the RAWS
sites were both large, with values as high as 5.1 (at ARGC1, a heavily obstructed site). We elected
to remove the 9 stations with GFs > 3 along with three sites misclassified as being over water by the
model (which included LCBC1, seen on the coast in Figure 4), leaving 66 stations for analysis (Table 2).
As those sites also tended to have exceptionally large forecast wind biases, their exclusion reduced the
network- and event-averaged bias by 69% (from 0.70 to 0.22 m/s).
6
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Figure 7. Station mean gust factors (GFs) for the simulation period, presented in rank order within
each network, for the (a) ASOS 1-min (black), SDG & E (red), RAWS (blue), and (b) CWOP (black),
networks. Note panels have very different vertical scales.

Of the 421 CWOP sites (Figure 7b), 404 reported non-zero sustained winds at any time during
the simulation period and even fewer (359) had gust information useful for this analysis. Still, some
stations had suspiciously low sustained winds and, as a consequence, had exceptionally large station
GFs (as high as 29.33). That said, retaining the sites with GFs > 6, about 9% of the total, made almost
no difference to the results reported below. It will be seen that restricting the analysis to observations
passing the highest quality control level (QC3) also had little effect on the results.
3.3. Control Simulation and Forecast Verification
As described above, the control simulation was initialized from NAM at 0000 UTC 4 December
2017. As in [6], hourly comparisons with sustained wind observations were accomplished using
the Developmental Testbed Center’s MET software using 10 m wind forecasts adjusted to the
appropriate anemometer height as needed. Of the 724 stations shown on Figure 4, about 9%
(N = 65) are airport-dominated ASOS and AWOS stations. Figure 8a shows forecasts (red curve)
and METAR-derived observations (black dots) averaged over these sites, along with ±1 standard
deviation of the observations. Overall, the network-averaged reconstruction is quite good, although
the bias is positive during the first 18 h, which incorporates the nighttime and early morning hours of
the first simulated diurnal period.
Our experience is that even well-calibrated models tend to overforecast 10 m winds overnight
during synoptically quiet periods, but this high bias was exacerbated by the METAR reporting
rules. The zeroing of slower winds resulted in a fairly large fraction (19%; see Table 2) of calm
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reports. In contrast, only 5% of the corresponding forecasts were very slow (defined here as <0.5 m/s,
generally the smallest non-zero wind speed available from non-METAR filtered records). For the
subset of 34 ASOS stations alone (non-filtered AWOS data not being available), METAR filtering forced
23% of all observations to be exactly zero, although only 1% of the raw 1-min reports were actually
calm (Table 2). When calm METAR observations were excluded (shown in grey in Figure 8a), forecast
fidelity was even higher, especially during the nighttime hours of the first simulated day. (Conditions
were windier on the second night, and less adversely affected by METAR filtering, because by that
time the Santa Ana event was well underway.).
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Figure 8. Network-averaged sustained wind observations (black dots) and forecasts (red curves) for
(a) ASOS + AWOS, (b) ASOS 1-min, (c) RAWS, and (d) CWOP over the simulation period. Vertical grey
lines denote ±1 standard deviation around the observations. In (a,d), network averages disregarding
calm observations and corresponding forecasts are represented as grey dots and lines, respectively;
for (c) one forecast hour was neglected owing to observation dropouts.

Figure 8b shows network-averaged winds from the 1-min database for the 34 ASOS stations.
This source often has gaps, as occurred on 4 December before the Santa Ana event started in earnest,
but the reconstruction for the available time period is clearly very good. The model forecast winds
(adjusted to 6.1 m AGL) for the RAWS (Figure 8c) and SDG & E networks (not shown) were also
judged skillful. Other factors being equal, RAWS winds could be higher than those recorded at airports,
especially during Santa Ana events, owing to their preferential siting on mountain slopes, even though
their anemometers are mounted closer to the ground and are generally installed in rougher terrain and
amidst taller vegetation. During the present period, the RAWS network-averaged wind exceeded the
ASOS value by about 10%.
In aggregate, the model overpredicts winds at the 421 CWOP stations by a factor of almost 3
(Figure 8d). While a few sites (e.g., F0112 and AT184) experienced strong winds, the vast majority
of stations reported very low wind speeds. Fully 39% of the CWOP observations during this period
were exactly calm (Table 2), even though no METAR-like filtering was employed. (Among the CWOP
records, the smallest non-zero wind speed was 0.45 m/s = 1 mph, which is typical of non-filtered data,
whereas METAR zeroed observations below about 1.5 m/s).
This enormous bias is believed to be the consequence of extreme exposure issues that characterize
the network as a whole. As noted earlier, many CWOP stations are installed in private backyards,
likely too close to buildings and trees, and their anemometers are not guaranteed to be mounted at
10 or even 6.1 m AGL. (Note that presuming a 6.1 m height reduces the huge positive bias only by
19%, which does not substantially address the problem). Furthermore, while exclusion of the calm
observations (shown in grey) increased the mean observed and forecasted winds, the bias did not
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change much. That comparison also only retained observations given the highest quality control (QC)
rating (level 3); by itself, this made very little difference. The quality control information provided by
MADIS cannot be relied upon to identify heavily obstructed sites.
The central problem here is that the same model that exhibits a high amount of skill in forecasting
the all-station wind for ASOS and other networks winds has an extremely large bias over all CWOP sites.
This is further demonstrated in Figure 9, which compares forecasts and observations between the
ASOS/AWOS and CWOP networks. Each dot represents an hourly average between forecast hours 12
and 54, inclusive. The correlation between the airport and CWOP network averages (black dots) is very
high (r = 0.95) but the slope is about 2.4, as the ASOS/AWOS sites invariably reported substantially
higher wind speeds. Forecasts for these two networks (red dots) were also highly correlated (r = 0.9)
but the model actually predicted higher network-averaged winds for the CWOP stations. In contrast to
the airport sites, CWOP installations were somewhat more likely to be sited in wind corridors, places
where the model predicted higher near-surface wind speeds. Exclusion of calm and/or lower quality
CWOP observations (resulting in the grey and orange comparisons) did not mitigate this problem.
Thus, it must be concluded that, as a group, the CWOP winds were likely compromised by
exposure or other instrument issues, that using these observations for verifying model forecasts is
not appropriate, and that the model cannot be expected to reconstruct the network-averaged wind
without substantial bias correction. It is noted that other recent studies [37–40] have found pressure,
temperature or moisture observations from non-conventional networks (such as CWOP) to be of
value, but typically not their wind reports. In any event, the effective height of their anemometers is
likely much lower than 10 m and the presence of significant obstacles renders the application of the
logarithmic wind profile problematic anyway [41].

ASOS+AWOS network-averaged wind (m/s)

9

slope = 2.1
R2 = 0.74

6

slope = 2.4
R2 = 0.91

slope = 0.84
R2 = 0.75
3

slope = 0.84
R2 = 0.80

obs vs. obs
forecasts vs. forecasts
0

0

3

All No calm

6

9

CWOP network-averaged wind (m/s)

Figure 9. Comparison of network-averaged CWOP (horizontal axis) vs. ASOS + AWOS (vertical
axis) observations (black dots) and corresponding forecasts (red dots), hourly between forecast hours
12–54, inclusive. Observation (grey dots) and forecast (orange dots) comparisons after calm and/or
low quality observations were removed are also shown. The linear fits are depicted as solid lines
corresponding to their subset’s colors. The black dashed line represents one-to-one correspondence.
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Using SDG & E observations taken during Santa Ana episodes, [6,15] demonstrated that even
when the network-averaged sustained wind was reasonably well reproduced, the model tended to
systematically underpredict at windier locations and overforecast less windy sites. In other words,
the forecast bias was itself biased, and that occurred in all model configurations. A similar result
transpired in the control simulation among the airport, RAWS, and SDG & E stations (Figure 10). Taken
as a group, the bias for these three networks’ 291 unique stations was normally distributed about
a mean of about 0.3 m/s, and the correlation with the observed sustained wind was −0.7, indicating
a strong tendency to underspecify locations with higher mean wind speeds. The CWOP network was
excluded (Figure 10c) because only about 2% of its 421 stations were underpredicted. (AT490 and
C7664, in fact, were the 3rd and 6th most overpredicted stations, with D7412 and E4705 ranking 45th
and 105th, respectively.) [15] further demonstrated that the forecast wind bias was predictable from
the station GF, which was interpreted as indicative of exposure. While this held true in the present
study (not shown), the main point here is that based on these results we can reasonably anticipate
underpredicting speeds in wind-favored areas where observations are lacking.
(a) ASOS/AWOS METAR and ASOS 1-MIN

(c) CWOP
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Figure 10. Station-average sustained wind forecast bias vs. observed sustained wind speed (black or
grey dots) along with least squares fits (red lines) for the (a) ASOS+AWOS and ASOS 1-min, (b) RAWS,
(c) CWOP, and (d) SDG & E networks. Regressions are shown to emphasize correlations but are not
used in this analysis.

4. Model Predicted Winds at and Near the Fire Sites
The control run’s near-surface sustained winds have compared well with available station data of
reasonable quality (which excludes most CWOP sites) albeit with a tendency to underpredict speeds
at windier locations. In this section, we examine forecasts at and near the suspected ignition points
and also examine vertical cross sections aligned with the wind that cross those points.
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4.1. Forecasts for the Ignition Sites and Nearby Stations
Figure 5 also shows control run sustained wind forecasts (red curves) for some of the windier
locations near the Thomas fire sites. Over the event, the biases at CWOP stations F0112 and AT184,
and ASOS site KNTD, were close to zero (Figure 10a,c). The onset of stronger winds at AT184 was
well captured (Figure 5b) but the subsequent variability was not, particularly the occasional periods
in which the winds subsided. At coastal F0112 (Figure 4), the predicted winds ramped up a few
hours too early but then were underpredicted somewhat once the event was underway (Figure 5a).
A similar situation occurred at nearby ASOS station KNTD (Figure 5d). Thus, the model appears to
have brought the higher winds to the coast somewhat too quickly. The forecasted wind evolution at
inland RAWS station WLYC1 was reasonable (Figure 5b) but represented that network’s 2nd most
underpredicted site (Figure 10b). Please note that the strongest sustained winds were not captured at
any of those locations.
As mentioned earlier, observed sustained winds at CWOP site D7412, located just 3 km south of
ignition site # 1, peaked at 7.2 m/s (Figure 6a). In contrast, the model (red curve) predicted winds as
high as 13 m/s during the period the station was active, subsequently reaching 14 m/s. Wind reports
at D7412 were exactly zero 34% of the time, close to the network average (Table 2). We are compelled
to conclude that the observed winds there were not representative of the general area. Also shown
(blue curve) are forecasted sustained winds at the ignition site #1, which peaked at 19.3 m/s shortly
after the fire started. Even if the speeds in the vicinity of D7412 had been as predicted, note the winds
at the fire initiation point were probably faster still. Predicted winds at ignition site #2 (Figure 6c) also
generally exceeded those prognosed for nearby CWOP site E4795. That station’s observations, which
were calm 62% of the time, are unhelpful in understanding conditions at the time of the second fire.
4.2. Vertical Cross-Sections Past the Ignition Points
Figure 11 presents vertical cross-sections of horizontal wind speed (shaded) and potential
temperature (contoured) oriented southwest to northeast, roughly in the direction of the winds,
crossing over the two ignition sites. Contours of potential temperature (known as isentropes) are
analogous to streamlines since, in the absence of water phase change, potential temperature is
approximately conserved, and their vertical spacing is inversely proportional to atmospheric stability.
The time shown is 0220 UTC on 5 December, presumed to be the first ignition time. In both sections,
a roughly 500 m thick ribbon of higher velocity air (moving from right to left) is seen, remaining
elevated before reaching the last sizable peak (that being Santa Paula mountain in Figure 11a) prior
to reaching the coast. At that point, the isentropes drop sharply downward, indicating descending
motion, and fast wind speeds reach to or very near the surface, with maximum speeds coinciding
almost precisely with the fire origins. There is little change in the airflow between this time and the
onset time of fire #2, the only difference being the strong winds extend a little farther downslope.
Just downwind of ignition site #1 (Figure 11a), the winds lofted before reaching the nearby CWOP
sites (which are also slightly out of the plane shown; see Figure 4). This helps illustrate why the
ignition site predictions exceeded those from even the nearest surface stations (Figure 6a). Please
note that, at this time, only a small portion of the surface revealed in this cross-section would have
experienced sizable winds. In the second section, the descended downslope flow followed the surface
somewhat farther downwind, although through an area lacking surface stations (Figure 4). It should
be noted that, at both fire sites, strong winds were present very close to the surface, and might be easily
transported downward by turbulent motions that the model cannot resolve owing to its spatial and
temporal scales, and this will be exploited to provide a crude gust estimate shortly.
The evolution of the winds in the vertical cross-section passing ignition site #1 is shown in
Figure 12. One favorable configuration for downslope winds is a layer of larger stability beneath a less
stable one [42,43] or the presence of an elevated inversion [44]. In the hours before the first ignition
(Figure 12a,b), an elevated layer of relatively higher stability (indicated by a closer vertical isentrope
spacing) was present and air was subsiding on the lee side of Santa Paula peak. However, the flow
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was not yet strong in this area, and relatively little amplification of the wind on the lee side of Santa
Paula peak occurred until faster-moving air moved in from the northeast. Subsequent to the fire onset
time (Figure 12d–f), lower tropospheric winds increased, especially downstream of Santa Paula peak,
but flow velocities remained significantly faster immediately above the ignition site relative to those at
the CWOP stations farther downslope.

Vertical cross-sections across ignition sites: 0220 UTC 5 Dec 2017
(a) Cross-section A-A’

Santa
Paula
peak

ignition site
#1
AT490, C7664
(b) Cross-section B-B’

5 km

D7412

ignition site
#2
E4795

5 km

horizontal wind speed (m/s)

Figure 11. Vertical cross-sections showing horizontal wind speed (shaded) and potential temperature
(black contours, called isentropes) for the control run valid at 0220 UTC 5 December 2017, along the
two dashed lines indicated on Figure 4: (a) A-A0 , and (b) B-B0 . Terrain is grey shaded, presumed
ignition sites are denoted with vertical dotted lines, and the locations of nearby stations are also marked.
Note some stations are slightly outside the plane depicted. Horizontal spans in (a) and (b) are 69 and
60.5 km, respectively.
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(d) 1000 UTC 5 Dec 2017

(a) 0020 UTC 5 Dec 2017

Santa
Paula
peak

ignition site
#1

AT490, C7664

(b) 0120 UTC 5 Dec 2017

(c) 0220 UTC 5 Dec 2017

D7412

WTPC1

WTPC1

(e) 1400 UTC 5 Dec 2017

(f) 1700 UTC 5 Dec 2017

horizontal wind speed (m/s)

Figure 12. Similar to Figure 11a, for these times during the control run: (a) 0020, (b) 0120, (c) 0220,
(d) 1000, (e) 1400, and (f) 1700 UTC, all on 5 December 2017. Note the difference in time intervals
between the left (one hour) and right (three hours) columns.

Winds upstream of Santa Paula peak fluctuated as the high wind ribbon moved vertically (and
also horizontally; not shown) with time. RAWS station WTPC1 is located northeast of the ignition sites
(Figure 4), and positioned near the right end of the Figure 12 cross-section, albeit slightly out of the
plane. Over the event, WTPC1’s sustained winds were underpredicted (Figure 10b) but the evolution
of the winds there were captured qualitatively by the control run. (At times during the event, WTPC1’s
reported sustained winds were more comparable to the model’s forecasts at the lowest horizontal
wind level [26 m], also shown on Figure 6d.) Wind speeds were observed to increase between the
times marked (d) and (e) on Figure 6d, which correspond to panels on Figure 12. During that interval,
the simulation shows the high wind ribbon descended towards the surface, with strongest winds
located directly above the RAWS site. Between times (e) and (f), however, wind speeds decreased at
the site. In the model, that coincided with the high wind ribbon shifting back upward (Figure 12f).
4.3. Sensitivity Tests and Near-Surface Winds above the First Ignition Site
Downslope windstorms can be very sensitive to variations in environmental conditions, model
physics, and even random perturbations [6,15,42,45,46], so an assessment of the robustness of the
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control run’s airflow characteristics (including magnitude) is warranted. Figure 13 shows cross sections
spanning ignition site #1 at 0220 UTC 5 December, for comparison with Figure 11a, from a subset of
the sensitivity experiments listed on Table 1. The SKEBS scheme [24] generates perturbations for the
potential temperature field and rotational components of the horizontal wind, controlled by a random
number seed, and Figure 13a shows the average of five trials. In [15], the development and positioning
of a hydraulic jump-like feature on a lee slope in San Diego county was found to be sensitive to
perturbations. In this case, however, the perturbations had little effect and so the flow remained very
similar to that of the control run.
Figure 13b,c show the cross-sections from runs with different PBL schemes (MYNN2 and YSU),
both employing the aforementioned Noah z_0mod LSM. As noted earlier, [15] found wind forecast
skill improved when the Noah parameterization was modified to use the (generally larger) roughness
lengths presumed by the standard configuration’s PX scheme. The airflows produced by these
simulations at this time are very similar to the control run’s, with somewhat stronger winds on
Santa Paula peak’s lee slope. Other PBL schemes tested (Shin-Hong and MYJ) also produced slightly
higher winds (not shown). A simulation pairing YSU with the original, unmodified version of Noah
(Figure 13d) reveals a similar airflow pattern but with stronger winds almost everywhere, including
close to the surface. Consistent with previous work, unmodified Noah runs were found to considerably
overpredict the winds at airport, RAWS, and SDG & E sites (not shown).
The remaining panels (Figure 13e–h) show results using different initializations with the control
run’s physics configuration. The airflow is quite similar in all four, with the fastest winds remaining
immediately over the ignition site. Starting with the NAM run from 12 h later placed winds of
comparable strength at the fire site as the control. The GFS and HRRR initialized runs generated
slightly weaker winds than the control simulation at this time while the NARR’s were a little stronger.
These differences remain well within any reasonable range of uncertainty.
During the downslope wind event, the strongest flow above the ignition site(s) appeared close to
the surface, and as noted above it is easy to imagine those higher velocities could become transported
downward by unresolved turbulent motions. This motivates a simple gust measure, dubbed NSMAX
(for near-surface maximum) by [14], which here consists of the fastest resolved-scale horizontal wind
within the lowest ≈600 m. This depth was selected empirically to capture the strongest winds present
in the near-surface layer during downslope flow conditions on susceptible slopes. This measure
will certainly overestimate gusts during periods at which the flow is weak and/or turbulence is not
anticipated but could also be expected to underestimate them during windier periods as no further
amplification of the flow by turbulence is considered and vertical motions are neglected. Furthermore,
note that the cause of at least ignition #1 is presently not known to us, and could have involved
winds at a higher altitude (e.g., at canopy height) than standard anemometer level anyway. Thus,
NSMAX provides insight into what the model is producing with respect to winds immediately above
a particular location.
Figure 14 presents a time series of the NSMAX gust estimate for the initial fire site. Along
with the control run (black curve), values from an ensemble of 15 simulations are superposed, being
those included on Table 1 (excluding the unmodified Noah run owing to its overpredictions of
anemometer-level winds). In all simulations, NSMAX values ramped up in two phases, corresponding
to the initial onset and subsequent intensification of the offshore flow in the vicinity of the Thomas
fire, and remained strong after the fire start time. Also shown (in grey) is the standard deviation
among these simulations, as a measure of uncertainty. That measure peaks briefly prior to 1200 UTC
4 December, reflecting some variation in offshore wind onset timing, but the range of gust estimates
(27–32 m/s) around the first fire’s onset time is fairly small and larger differences among the ensemble
members do not emerge until after 1800 UTC 5 December. It should be noted that we are not attempting
to incorporate the direct and indirect effects of the fires into these simulations.
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Vertical cross-sections across ignition site #1 at 0220 UTC 5 Dec 2017
(a) PX/ACM2 perturbed runs mean

(e) PX/ACM2 initialized with NAM (1200 UTC 4 Dec 2017 run)

ignition site
#1
AT490, C7664
(b) Noah/MYNN z0mod

WTPC1
D7412

(f) PX/ACM2 initialized with GFS

(c) Noah/YSU z0mod

(g) PX/ACM2 initialized with HRRR

(d) Noah/YSU (original)

(h) PX/ACM2 initialized with NARR

horizontal wind speed (m/s)

Figure 13. Similar to Figure 11a, but from selected sensitivity experiments, all valid at time 0220 UTC
5 December 2017. (a) The mean of five trials using SKEBS perturbations. (b) Run using the Noah
z_0mod LSM with the MYNN PBL. (c) Simulation using the Noah z_0mod LSM with the YSU PBL.
(d) Run using the unmodified Noah LSM with the YSU PBL. (e) Simulation initialized with NAM at
1200 UTC 4 December. (f) Run initialized with GFS at 0000 UTC 4 December. (g) Simulation initialized
with HRRR at 0000 UTC 4 December. (h) Run initialized with NARR at 0000 UTC 4 December. Left
column simulations shared the control run’s initialization, while those in the right column employed
the control run’s model physics.
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Near-surface wind maximum (NSMAX) near Thomas fire site
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Figure 14. Time series of near-surface wind maximum (NSMAX, m/s), the maximum simulated
sustained wind forecast within the lowest 600 m AGL, from the control run (black), SKEBS-perturbed
simulations (grey), initialization experiment runs (blue), and simulations varying either model physics
and/or version (green). See Table 1. For scale, the ensemble standard deviation (grey dashed curve)
is provided in dm/s, or at ten times its actual value in m/s, and fire #1’s presumed ignition time is
denoted by the vertical red dashed line.

5. Discussion
Southern California’s Santa Ana wind is an offshore flow commonly occurring between September
and May [2,4] when high pressure builds over the Great Basin [1,10]. High wind speeds in favored
areas can combine with very low humidity to create a significant wildfire threat, especially when
the vegetation is dry [9]. Indeed, many of the region’s most significant wildfires have started during
offshore wind events [8]. As an example, the Thomas fire, which was the largest of California’s many
blazes in the last century on its date of containment, began near the start of the longest Santa Ana wind
event since at least 1948 [12].
As winds were likely involved in the start and/or spread of the fire, sustained (e.g., time-averaged)
and gust (instantaneous) wind speeds at and near the Thomas fire origins, both leading up to and
immediately following the ignitions, are of interest. During the 48 h period bracketing the ignitions,
wind gusts as high as 35 m/s (79 mph) were reported within about 40 km of the origins, both of
which were located near Santa Paula in Ventura county. Many of the higher wind reports came from
ASOS/AWOS and RAWS stations, which are operated by federal or state authorities and located
typically at airports and on mountain slopes, respectively. Curiously, however, the stations closest to
the ignition sites reported much smaller gusts, not exceeding 12.5 m/s (28 mph). These were CWOP
sites, contributed by private citizens.
Because the Santa Ana winds exhibit characteristics of both gap flows and downslope
windstorms [5,6], wind speeds would be expected to vary greatly in both space and time anyway,
making the direct use of even nearby wind observations as a proxy for conditions at the ignition site(s)
problematic. As a consequence, we employed the WRF-ARW model, configured similarly as [6,14,15],
to estimate sustained wind speeds at and near the Thomas fire ignition locations and times. The cited
studies demonstrated the model’s skill in reproducing winds averaged across the SDG & E mesonet in
San Diego county during a variety of past recent events, highlighting assumptions regarding surface
roughness as a critical factor in forecast success. Forecast sustained wind biases were shown to be
negatively correlated with observed wind speeds, which [15] showed were predictable from observed
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gust behavior, quantified as the gust factor, the ratio of observed gust and sustained wind reports.
However, the main point is that while in the mean the model predictions were skillful, speeds at
windier locations were consistently underpredicted.
For a roughly 2-day period spanning the Thomas fire onsets, we demonstrated that the model
provided skillful reconstructions of the network-averaged winds for the ASOS, RAWS, and SDG & E
networks, although (as in past work) it tended to underpredict speeds at windier sites. Simultaneously,
it substantially overpredicted the CWOP winds, especially for the stations nearest the ignition sites.
We showed that the CWOP sites tended to provide a suspiciously large percentage of calm sustained
wind reports and have large to very large gust factors, both possibly indicators of moderate to severe
anemometer placement issues. This led us to question the validity of the CWOP network wind
observations for model verification and their applicability to wind conditions at the ignition sites.
Vertical cross-sections were used to examine the airflow as it impacted the presumed Thomas fire
ignition sites, with special emphasis on the the first. The model generated a fairly typical downslope
windstorm with the strongest flow speeds located very near the surface on the lee slope, coincident
with the ignition sites, coupled with a jump-like feature that lofted the strongest flow over surface
sites located farther downstream of site #1. Flow intensity rapidly increased shortly before the first
ignition time and remained strong during the simulation period, but with undulations in the high-wind
“ribbon” that at least qualitatively resembled patterns observed in near-surface winds. Sensitivity
testing revealed that the wind speeds at, near, and above the initial ignition location were largely
insensitive to the introduction of random perturbations and changing the initialization time, data
source, and/or model physics (other than the land surface model). Using the fastest wind speed
in the lowest ≈600 m as a crude gust proxy, we find estimates of 29 ± 1.4 m/s (65 ± 3.1 mph) for
instantaneous wind speeds at the first origin site, valid for the presumed ignition time. It is noted
that no attempt was made to incorporate the fire heat sources and we again caution that the model
tends to underspecify wind speeds at windier locations, which certainly appears to be applicable to
the Thomas fire ignition points.
6. Conclusions
We have examined winds at and near the Thomas fire origin sites, with an emphasis on the first
ignition location and time, critically evaluating available observational data and numerical simulations.
Our study demonstrates the strengths and weaknesses of using well-calibrated and verified numerical
models for real-time forecasting, fire spread modeling, and fire management decision-making, as well
as for forensic reconstruction of conditions existing at ignition points. It also highlights important issues
regarding the representativeness of surface wind and gust observations. Our principal findings are:
•

•

•

The Thomas fire ignition sites, especially the primary origin, were likely subjected to strong
but quite localized near-surface winds due to the downsloping flow being elevated both farther
upwind and downwind, the latter having the form of a hydraulic jump. Owing to this, even
reliable nearby surface stations might have failed to capture the true magnitude of the winds and
gusts occurring at the ignition sites, leaving properly verified numerical model simulations as
a viable tool for estimating flow conditions at and above the fire sites.
The numerical model provided skillful reconstructions of the network-averaged sustained winds
for ASOS, RAWS, and SDG & E surface stations while at the same time severely overpredicting
winds for the cooperative citizen weather observing (CWOP) network, even after calm reports
were neglected and quality control filtering was applied. Thus, the validity of CWOP wind reports
as a group was questioned and the recommendation made that these stations be treated with
suspicion and excluded from model verifications.
The modeling results were shown to be largely insensitive to the introduction of random
perturbations and other alterations (apart from changing the land surface model, which
determines surface roughness). Using a crude estimate, the simulations suggested that gusts
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reached at least 29 ± 1.4 m/s (65 ± 3.1 mph) at the first origin site for the presumed ignition time,
with higher speeds predicted later.
However, as we provided evidence that well-calibrated models tend to consistently underspecify
wind speeds at windier locations, and since the gust proxy did not attempt to account for
additional momentum production by turbulence, this gust estimate should be treated as a lower
bound. We suspect that instantaneous wind speeds experienced at the ignition sites were
substantially higher at the times the fires started.
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Asymmetric Convection Model version 2 PBL scheme
Above ground level
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Automated Surface Observing System
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Citizen Weather Observing Program
Gust factor
Global Forecast System
High-Resolution Rapid Refresh
Meteorological Assimilation Data Ingest System
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Meteorological Terminal Aviation Routine Weather Report
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino level 2
National Center for Atmospheric Research
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